hurt (I sat on one once—ouch!!) but usually bees will leave you alone if you don’t bother them. They are more interested in flowers. I am starting a new research project where I will work with bees to see if they have a hard time remembering and learning new things if they are exposed to chemicals that humans use to kill other bugs. I am also taking a class this semester where I will learn how to have my own beehive!! I have to buy a whole outfit to protect myself from being stung.

In my mammalogy class I did get to pet and hold some animals like mice, a kangaroo rat (so cute) and a kit fox! When we caught animals they were usually scared so we didn’t hold them and make them more scared. I am not scared to see the antelopes or the grizzly because they weren’t alive, they were taxidermied. That means that someone stuffed them like a teddy bear after they died. That is how we were able to learn about them without getting hurt or having to travel to find them. The animals I mentioned holding before were alive though. The grizzly bear skin was HUGE. It’s face is so big and its teeth are...